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Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG where players will create their own character in the land of Elden. Players have free choice in their character appearance, and build their character by freely combining weapons, armor, and magic. In addition to the single player, which features a full story mode, players will be able to play and connect with other
players on an asynchronous multiplayer environment. In order to enjoy the online environment of the game, you do not need to install the service, but instead can be played in the web browser. ABOUT THE PUBLISHER: Natsume Inc.’s Evolution platform was launched in Japan in 2014 to cultivate the next generation of the RPG. We’ve been
incorporating elements of a Western RPG into the Japanese RPG experience ever since its launch, and this is the next step in that direction. We’ve prepared a brand new system that is centered around the characters and the world of Elden Ring. The reason why we decided to launch Elden Ring in the Western market is in order to create a “true
RPG”, centered around the characters who awaken in the world of Elden. We want to provide a journey to the world of Elden with both a character-first perspective and a player-first perspective, and we’re delighted to be able to share this exciting new game with players around the world. The world of Elden is yet to be seen, and we can’t wait for
you to experience it, too. ABOUT ELDEN RING: A fantasy action RPG where players will create their own character in the land of Elden. Players have free choice in their character appearance, and build their character by freely combining weapons, armor, and magic. In addition to the single player, which features a full story mode, players will be
able to play and connect with other players on an asynchronous multiplayer environment. In order to enjoy the online environment of the game, you do not need to install the service, but instead can be played in the web browser. ABOUT THE PUBLISHER: Natsume Inc.’s Evolution platform was launched in Japan in 2014 to cultivate the next
generation of the RPG. We’ve been incorporating elements of a Western RPG into the Japanese RPG experience ever since its launch,
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Unparalleled Holy Weapon Action: The protagonists of FANTASY RPG will not fight with stealth and always wield a weapon, there is a sense of righteousness and dignity when you use a Holy Weapon such as Fortitude.
Multilevel Dungeon Design: Detailed design is carried out with the aim of adding variety with layers to the dungeon so that players have the fun of course leveling up while finding new types of defenses.
Challenge Your Skills: Each time when you show up with a weapon, not only can you live a combat but you can even take on a challenge where you will freely decide the order of attacks against monsters.
Elden Ring's Online Play: With the unique online feature, players can access and play with anyone.
Procedurally Generated Gameworld: Each time an area is explored, a map is generated following your path.
With The Custom Equipment, You Become What You Become: You can freely equip weapons and armor and freely use an assortment of techniques and skills.

About Elden Ring
You are a Tarnished Hero, who has defeated the enemies who once invaded the lands and met the legendary Elden Ring. Enjoy your time and fight! 

How to Play Elden Ring
To start, choose one of the following classes:

Warrior, Arrogant
Camelot Knight, Fortunate
Dragon Knight, Brave,Brave of Nature
Pretender, Honorable, Honorable of Nature
Spell Archer,Mighty

Next, Equip your Weapon and armor with skill at your disposal, and you have a battle ready! Maximum of three classes can be combined. 

Elden Ring Characters
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